
 

Report 
Malware with compiled Python 

Basic Flow: 

- Payload dropped via email or uploaded via WebShell 

- On execution the payload spawns itself  

- Second stage spans WMI 

- Payload communicates to a C2 server 

Description: 

This payload is a little unusual as most of  the code used is Python.  It drops .pyd files in 

temp location. Pyd files are windows DLL with a function Init<function>. Search path is not 

similar to windows DLL search path. Python is a Very high level language. It uses python 

interpreter to run the code in a following sequence 

                         Code -> ByteCode -> InterPreter -> [ Execution + Library ] 

Virtual instructions are interpreted by an python interpreter. Some sections of  these instructions 
could be further compiled into native code. This compilation normally takes place at run-time.  

Ok, let’s get back to the actual payload. First stage spawns itself  by CreateProcess. 

Spawned payload creates the multiple .pyd files in temp folder. One of  the pyd file is called 
_socket.pyd. As I mentioned .pyd files are like windows DLL. In case, if  socket() function is called 

_socket.pyd (dropped .pyd) will call socket() 

       

Eventually socket library will load mswsock.dll. Alright, enough about python. Let’s get back 
to the payload. 
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Let’s look at the file details: 

Payload is a 64bit file with creation date of  6/17/2017 

 

CreateProcess() spawns a new process that creates multiple .pyd files: 

Spawned process uses the registry for persistence by using WMIC. 
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TIMESTAMP

(F=FILE | D=DIRECTORY)

PATH

Tool used to find only new files added to temp location. 
I will POST it with the other tools in Download / Tool section



Following commands are executed 

Let’s look at the decompiled python code for these commands: 
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DECOMPILED

DECOMPILED



Registry change is made in the following location: Name: gd_system 

Payload uses XML parsing library as well 

PyCode_NewEmpty -> pyexpat dataStructures 

You can find expat library at the following location. Its a great library if  you like C and you are 
are dealing with XML. 

  https://libexpat.github.io 
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DECOMPILED 



Let’s follow the flow (PAYLOAD.exe is the bad guy) 
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Payload will make HTTP connection to C2 server(s). Let’s look at the decompiled python code 
first. 

Decompiled Python code: 
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DECOMPILED

DECOMPILED



Python will use PyModule_AddIntConstant to populate socket data structures. 

Let’s follow the C2 Dynamic flow: 

DNS 
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3 Way HandShake 

DATA 
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2nd ip address 

 

IP Location: 
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Some other decompiled python code to initiate a thread after N seconds and 
deleting files: 
 

 

Encryption 
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DECOMPILED

DECOMPILED



Libraries imported: 

import os 
import threading 
import abc 
from abc import ABCMeta, abstractmethod 
import random 
import itertools 
from itertools import izip, cycle 
import binascii 
import xml.etree.ElementTree 
from xml.etree.ElementTree import SubElement, XML, Element, 
tostring 
import subprocess 
import sys 
import urllib 
import urllib2 
import string 
import ssl 
import base64 
import _winreg 
import platform 
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